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The Blacklist operatives go to the site and meet Sam and Briggs. Briggs realizes that Jadid was killed by the CIA
operatives. Sam attempts to escape and the few agents surrounding the site take him out. Sadiq arrives and has
the men try to force an intel from him. The CIA operatives come back and guns start firing. Sam tells Sadiq he
knows he's been betrayed and that he has no choice but to get off the Coast. He gets the intel from Sadiq and
leaves with him. Sam leaves Sadiq at the helicopter site and goes to the Coast. He goes to the United States
using the stolen motorcycle and finds Briggs at a diner where he gives him the intel the agents got from Sadiq.
Briggs decides they need to track Sam down and follow him. After Sam has made it to the Coast he goes to
Nouri's house and gets the Flash drive he had planted on him. The agents follow him and Sam uses his combat
driving skills and escapes with Nouri. This video is for educational purposes only, and we believe so is the type of
people that watch this videos. This is an example of how you can access the hidden data on all USB, Memory
Sticks, Memory Cards, and Hard Drives. Although you can't access the data on a CD or DVD, these media are still
at a higher risk than Hard Drives. With the proper program, you can see the hidden data. We use specific
programs to view the hidden data. The first is WD Secure Drive Password Recovery Pro. This is a program that
allows you to recover any password on any type of Hard Drive, and it's FREE. It will also allow you to remove or
change any serial numbers and brand identifiers. We also use the secure remove magic software, a utility that
allows you to remove any brand or serial number from any type of Storage device including Hard Drives, Flash
Drives, Memory Sticks, and CDs.
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During a full moon Sam tells his team that the Blacklist attacks are all part of a video game. They assume the
Blacklist terrorists are all playing the same game, and that the game is real, and is outside of the game. They

further assume that the video game has some objective and the attackers from the first attack were testing the
second one. After figuring out the video game analogy they share a CIA briefing with a counterinsurgency
colonel. They learn that the role players are either agents for the US government or foreign intelligence

agencies. The real Blacklist operation is the US government attempting to find out who the players are and then
take them down. They further learn that the video game has no real players, only mercenaries hired by these

agents. These Blacklist terrorist are real players. The game is a revenge cycle that no government involved will
stop until every player dies. This explains why the Blacklist is constantly attacking and no one involved will stop.

They all hate each other, Sam included. In a post midnight briefing of the mission Sam presents the
counterintelligence team his intel. Many of the CIA contacts he had were killed in the first Blacklist attacks, and
all of the witnesses the team had interviewed died. Except for one, Paul Keller, owner of a restaurant. The team
notices that Keller's face is slightly scarred from a car accident. Sam knows that he's just a pawn of the game,

and that the Blacklist players will not stop until every player dies. The team wants to believe that the game
exists, in which case they can stop it. Sam knows they can't pull off the mission on their own. They will need

help. Sam suggests they look to allies, like the Third Echelon and the independents they work with. 5ec8ef588b
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